
We offer a wide spectrum of visitor chairs that are highly appealing 
in terms of looks and comfort. These are made of the finest quality material 
procured after conducting stringent checks and tests. These have a comfortable sitting 
and have arms attached to the body. The chairs are offered in different colors and 
styles according to the customer’s needs and specifications.

VISITOR CHAIRS

SU-300

CV-F80BS

WC-1500

ME-320

AM-320

MC-320

TOS-V-16

CV-B04BS CV-B60BS



LOB-PU-18

WT-B015
35000W x 695D x 885H

WT-B015
1750W x 695D x 885H

LOB-PU-18

LOBBY BENCHES
We are always on the move solutions. Benches are high capacity seating 
solutions that have found application in all spheres of human habitation, be it in homes, 
waiting rooms, lounge areas and even outdoors, though the selection here caters 
mostly to businesses and institutions.



STACKING CHAIRS
Our Furniture helps you make your desired statement and create the 
ambiance for the restaurant. It is important to maximize the number of people 
that can be seated in the smallest footprint possible with a mix of seating including, but 
not limited to, chairs, tables. The tables and chairs that you choose should be stylish 
and comfortable as well as durable and functional. Our stacking chairs are typically 
easy to carry and help save space when stacked together and stored for future use.

ST-109ST-012 EF-401

SF-CE-01 METRO-NOVA EX-S015



BAR STOLS
Bar stools are a type of tall chair, often with a foot rest to support the 
feet. The height and narrowness of bar stools makes them suitable for use at bars 
and high tables in pubs or bars. bar stools are also becoming more popular in homes, 
usually placed at the modern kitchen counter. Bar stools are available in varied styles. 
As well, bar stools allow for a higher view when eating, drinking, or socializing on a 
counter.

WX-2620

WX-2490

WX-2620

WX-2494
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SUPERIOR SEATING
CULTURE

A SHAPE THAT IS BOTH INSPIRING AND RELAXING



No more twisting and contorting to try to get comfortable with SPIRIT 
Executive Chairs! Ergonomic design with features like breathable air mesh, fixed 
revolving & injected lock systems, noise prevention and PU-armrest flavored with 
leather & stainless steel make our executive chairs meet the taste of even the most 
demanding CEO’s to work with comfort. Correct sitting postures of our executive office 
chairs prevent backache and make working a fun with luxury and style!

EXECUTIVE CHAIRS

CM-F94AS

CM-B63AS

ISG-M111

CM-B60AS

AMG-110

CM-B22AS

RKG2-110 NU-100

ISG-M110



A FULLY LOADED 

ERGONOMIC
CHAIR

FOR DEMANDING ENVIRONMENTS



If you’re constantly navigating your workspace - answering a call one 
minute while rifling through a file drawer the next - a task chair may be 
the solution for you. Ideally suited for busy multitaskers, task chairs include casters 
that provide smooth mobility and feature a low-back style that provides essential back 
support while accommodating movement. Choose a task chair help you get the job 
done.

TASK CHAIRS

TP-121

TM-132

MC-120

SU-100

AMG-120 RK-120

FR-101

ME-110 EV-M100



KARACHI
Karachi Office & Display Center

Plot No 189, Shop No 3, Block A, Portway Trade 
Center, SMCHS, Main Shahrah-e-Faisal

T  021 3455 2286
khi@torch.com.pk

ISLAMABAD
Islamabad Office & Display Center

Plot 29, Sanitary Market I-11/3
T  051 486 3971-2

isb@torch.com.pk

LAHORE
Head Office & Display Center

60-B Block, BI Gulberg III
T  042 3576 0481-2

F  042 3576 0485
sales@torch.com.pk

Factory
113/11 Quaid-e-Azam Industrial Estate,

Kot Lakhpat
T  042 3521 3595-96

0345 405 5550

UAN

042 111 186 724
torch.com.pk


